IoT News and Market Reports (Second Half of July 2022)

- Selected IoT-related announcements and featured activities/topics gathered by CDAIT from governments, agencies, consortia; alliances; associations; standards, research and other similar groups around the world – 16 entries - See: https://cdait.gatech.edu/sites/default/files/2022-07/August_IoT_News_Filings_July_2022_Second_Half.pdf
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Selected IoT Perspectives

"As a user, it is important to make an informed decision by understanding the trade-offs between privacy and comfort when buying, installing and using an internet-connected device.” (*)
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Chronicling of Digital Transformation Through Internet of Things Technologies

Some biweekly perspectives from around the globe gathered by CDAIT (300 entries)

Georgia Tech IoT-related Info/Research Noticed by CDAIT
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